Position 0 signifies that a party is ultra-nationalist, and position 1 marks extremist parties among ethnic minorities (ethnic separatists). For the ranking of the parties, expert interviews were conducted with three experts on Serbian parties and ethnic relations in April 2007, addressing the parties' positions in 2003/04 regarding two political questions which are strongly related to what we refer to as the ethnic/nationalist axis of party orientation. We contacted academic experts with relevant publications in the field of representation and political participation of ethnic minorities, and minority specialists in human rights organisations. The two questions were measured on a sixpoint-scale (1 to 6) and a four-point scale (1-4) respectively, and were z-standardised, so that each of the two questions contributed equally to the overall scale. The new scale was transformed to include the range 0 to 1.
Appendix B2: Municipalities where one of the blocs wins an absolute majority of the votes in the first round
In tables B3 to B7, municipalities are classified into three types according to the vote distribution in the parliamentary elections by PR in 2003.
In the first group, the Radicals (R) won more than 50% of the votes in the 2003 PR elections. Table B3 analyses the municipalities where, for the most part, the Radicals (R) could secure the most mayoral offices. However, in some municipalities -mostly in the group of municipalities with 0-10% ethnic minority populations-local citizen groups or the Democrats (D) won the race. These exceptions emerged because candidates of other parties were particularly strong, or because the vote distribution in the local mayor elections 2004 did not correspond with the vote distribution in the parliamentary elections in 2003.
Two important outliers occur among the municipalities with more than 50% minority population; these are two predominately Albanian municipalities in the Preševo valley, where the Albanian population majority boycotted the 2003 parliamentary elections, allowing the Radicals to win the majority of the votes. Only in very few municipalities did the Radicals also win an absolute majority of the votes in the first round of the local mayoral elections. This is not due merely to the outliers in the Preševo valley, but also to the fact that local citizen groups were doing particularly well in municipalities with an absolute majority of the votes for Radicals in the first round. In 13 out of 28 cases, candidates of local citizen groups garnered more than 20% of the votes in the first round; seven other times, they were stronger than the Radical candidates. Consequentially, the Radicals won an absolute majority of the votes in the first round in only two municipalities. In one of these municipalities, Despotovac, two Radicals competed against each other, and in the other case, Jagodina, a Radical won against a Democrat in the second round (table B4) . 
The left-hand side number shows the frequency of the candidates winning the mayor's offices, while the righthand side number shows the how many times the candidates of the two parties entered the second round.
In municipalities where the Democrats and ethnic minority parties won an absolute majority of the votes, they were the most frequent winners of mayoral elections, occasionally with joint candidates (table B5) . Ethnic minority parties were most successful with their own candidates in municipalities with more than 40% minority shares. Other candidates won the mayoral offices in only three cases.
In Nova Crnja, an SRS candidate was victorious (winning narrowly in the second round against a DS candidate); in Ada, a local citizen group candidate won (against another local citizen group candidate); and in Bečej, a candidate of a non-classified party won against an ethnic minority party candidate in the second round. Based on the results in the first round of the local mayor elections, table B6 illustrates the shifts between the first and the second round in municipalities where the Democrats' candidates (D) and the ethnic minority parties' candidates (E) had already won an absolute majority of the votes in the first round. Unsurprisingly, the Democrats-or a coalition of Democrats and ethnic minorities (D-E)-were the most frequent winners when he median voters voted for them. In all 27 municipalities belonging to this group, either a Democrat or an ethnic minority candidate entered the second round. In half of the cases, Democratic candidates and/or ethnic minority candidates were competing against each other in the second round. In one third of the cases, Democratic candidates were running against a moderate nationalist (DN) or against a Radical (R) candidate, and they always won. In just one of the three remaining, Bečej, where local citizen groups' candidates or candidates from other parties made it to the second round, the ethnic minority candidate lost the race. The left-hand side number shows the frequency of the candidates winning the mayor's offices, while the righthand side number shows the how many times the candidates of the two parties entered the second round.
Note: In 2 municipalities, the mayor is elected in the first round (in both cases, a candidate of the moderate nationalists DN).
The winner of the first round of the elections is not necessarily one of the party blocs. In eight cases, local citizen groups won an absolute majority of the votes in the first round. Once, local citizen groups and a non-classified party jointly win an absolute majority of the vote. In a different case, a local citizen groups candidate was elected in the first round (table B8) . In three additional cases, the candidates of two local citizen groups ran against each other in the second round. Twice, they won against a Democratic candidate. Twice, a Democratic or a coalition candidate of the Democrats and an ethnic minority party won in the second round against a candidate of a local citizen group. The left-hand side number shows the frequency of the candidates winning the mayor's offices, while the righthand side number shows the how many times the candidates of the two parties entered the second round.
Note: In one municipality, the mayor is elected in the first round (a candidate of local citizen groups).
Appendix B3, municipalities where the moderate nationalists belong to the two strongest parties
In municipalities where the moderate nationalists (DN) reached the second round, we would expect them to win the elections, since they would be likely to gain support from the bloc that is no longer competing. However, as table 2 shows, there was only one municipality where the moderate nationalists emerged among the two strongest blocs in the parliamentary elections.
Nevertheless, the moderate nationalists (DN) were able to achieve slightly better results in some of the municipalities in the first round of the local mayoral elections. There were twenty municipalities of the type D+E > DN > R. Contrary to our expectations, the moderate nationalists won only 20% of the available mayoral posts. In cases where a Democrat was paired with a moderate nationalist in the second round of the election, the moderate nationalists were able to win (in four out of seven cases). But in all other municipalities, the second round was fought between local citizen groups and other parties, among Democrats and Radicals, or among two Democratic candidates.
Either the Democrat or the local citizen group candidates won these races (table B9) . The strong presence of local citizen groups and others groups also explains why the vote distribution in the first round of the mayor elections deviates from the expectations established by the parliamentary elections in these municipalities. The left-hand side number shows the frequency of the candidates winning the mayor's offices, while the righthand side number shows the how many times the candidates of the two parties entered the second round.
If Radicals and the moderate nationalists are the two strongest blocs, we would again expect the moderate nationalists to win, since they play the role of the pivotal voter.
There are 19 municipalities with a rank order R > DN > D+E. Contrary to our expectations, the Radicals are the most frequent winners, doing so in 12 municipalities. However, they win only once when in direct confrontation with a moderate nationalist. More often, they win against Democrats (four cases, of which two are ethnically mixed) and against local citizen groups (three out of four cases). In four municipalities, two Radical candidates enter the second round. Local citizen groups win twice, once against a Democrat and once against a Radical (table B11) . The left-hand side number shows the frequency of the candidates winning the mayor's offices, while the righthand side number shows the how many times the candidates of the two parties entered the second round.
